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GEOMORPHOLOGY
Geomorphology is the study of landforms, their processes, form and sediments at the surface of the Earth
(and sometimes on other planets). Study includes looking at landscapes to work out how the earth surface
processes, such as air, water and ice, can mould the landscape. Landforms are produced by erosion or
deposition, as rock and sediment is worn away by these earth-surface processes and transported and
deposited to different localities. The different climatic environments produce different suites of landforms.
The landforms of deserts, such as sand dunes and ergs, are a world apart from the glacial and periglacial
features found in polar and sub-polar regions. Geomorphologists map the distribution of these landforms
so as to understand better their occurrence.
Earth-surface processes are forming landforms today, changing the landscape, albeit often very slowly.
Most geomorphic processes operate at a slow rate, but sometimes a large event, such as a landslide or
flood, occurs causing rapid change to the environment, and sometimes threatening humans. So geological
hazards, such as volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, tsunamis and landslides, fall within the interests of
geomorphologists. Advancements in remote sensing from satellites and GIS mapping has benefited
geomorphologists greatly over the past few decades, allowing them to understand global distributions.
Geomorphologists are also “landscape-detectives” working out the history of a landscape. Most
environments, such as Britain and Ireland, have in the past been glaciated on numerous occasions, tens and
hundreds of thousands of years ago. These glaciations have left their mark on the landscape, such as the
steep-sided valleys in the Lake District and the drumlin fields of central Ireland. Geomorphologists can
piece together the history of such places by studying the remaining landforms and the sediments – often
the particles and the organic material, such as pollen, beetles, diatoms and macrofossils preserved in lake
sediments and peat, can provide evidence on past climate change and processes.
So, Geomorphology is a diverse discipline. Although the basic geomorphological principles can be applied
to all environments, geomorphologists tend to specialise in one or two areas, such aeolian (desert)
geomorphology, glacial and periglacial geomorphology, volcanic and tectonic geomorphology, and even
planetary geomorphology. Most research is multi-disciplinary, combining the knowledge and perspectives
from two contrasting disciplines, combining with subjects as diverse as ecology, geology, civil engineering,
hydrology and soil science.
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1. SOME BASIC CONCEPTS AND TERMS IN
GEOMORPHOLOGY
GEOLOGICAL TIME SCALE
The Geological Timescale divides the Earth’s history into several periods of differing lengths of time. There
are different ways that scientists can measure geological time. These techniques are often combined
together to get the most detailed dating information from a rock sequence.

METHODS OF DATING ROCKS
Absolute dating involves determining a rock’s actual age as a number of years, whereas relative dating
methods provide an estimate of the age of a rock by comparing it to rocks of a known age. The Geological
Time Scale has been created by combining both absolute and relative dating methods.
Radioactive or radiometric dating
It is a very important method of determining an absolute age for a rock using radioactive isotopes. As
minerals crystallise in igneous and metamorphic rocks, they trap certain isotopes in their crystal structure
that begin to decay radioactively as soon as the mineral forms. These radioactive isotopes are parent
isotopes, which decay slowly to daughter isotopes, changing the rock’s isotopic character. The rate at which
the isotopes decay is in effect our “geological clock”. By measuring the amount of the parent and daughter
isotopes in a crystal, and then applying the decay rate, the actual age in years since the rock crystallized can
be calculated.

Paleomagnetic dating
It involves the analysis of the magnetic alignment of iron containing minerals within a rock, and is yet
another useful tool for dating rocks younger than 100 million years. The Earth’s Magnetic Poles have
alternated their polarities many times in the past (changing from North – South to South – North and back).
Sedimentary and igneous rocks are often imprinted with the magnetic alignment of the Earth at the time
they were formed. The record of these magnetic reversals has itself been studied to create the
paleomagnetic time scale, which looks like an irregular bar code. By analysing the magnetic orientation of
rocks their ages can be allocated to one of the two possible sets of time ranges.

GEOLOGICAL TIME
Hadean Time [prior to 3.8 billion years]
Hadean time is not a geological period as such. No rocks on the Earth are this old except for meteorites.
During Haden time, the Solar System was forming, probably within a large cloud of gas and dust around the
sun, called an accretion disc. The sun formed with in such a cloud of gas and dust, shrinking in on itself by
gravitational compaction until it began to undergo nuclear fusion and give off light and heat. Surrounding
particles began to coalesce by gravity into larger lumps, or planetesimals, which continued to aggregate
into planets. “Left-over” material formed asteroids and comets - like asteroid Ida, on the upper right.
Because collisions between large planetesimals release a lot of heat, the Earth and other planets would
have been molten at the beginning of their histories. Solidification of the molten material into rocks
happened. as the Earth cooled. The oldest meteorites and lunar rocks are about 4.5 billion years old, but
the oldest Earth rocks currently known are 3 .8 billion years old.
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